HOME /Away
Trina Abbott
Tidepool
Childhood hours were spent bent over tidepools on
the New England rocky coast. College opened my eyes
to the intricacies of seaweed and the beauty of floating
plants under the microscope, both locally and in Wales.
Graduate work introduced me to the wonders of tropical
algae. Gazing at sea creatures and algae at 3 o’clock in the
morning on a 125 foot schooner headed to the West Indies was a way of life for me for seven
winters. My children know more about seaweed than others their age. Always, tidepools draw
me in to see what is there. The ocean has always been home for me–all the places I have been
are connected by the same water so home and away are actually the same.
I give you a look into a tidepool in my pieces, each one a little different.

WW Japanese kozo paper, blockprint with Akua ink, wax, seaweed

HOME/Away
Lola Baltzell
Babel
Since I was a child, I was fascinated, puzzled and
troubled by the Bible story of the Tower of Babel. Why
would God want all the people of the world to speak
different languages? People moved AWAY from each other.
I have loved language from early on. Growing up in
rural Iowa, the only language option in school was Spanish.
I dove in head first and when we were asked to choose a name in Spanish, I chose Pepita Pilar.
No idea. I was a weird kid.
In college I majored in Russian.
And early in my social work career I learned Portuguese. I have been working with
Portuguese-speaking patients for over 30 years now.
No surprise, I often incorporate foreign language in my mixed media pieces. What a
collection I have! When I travel, I go to used books stores. My last trip to Berlin, I brought
home a lot of ephemera that I pulled off sign posts. I also make up my own languages. Long
ago I made a piece and someone determined that I had actually created some Japanese words without intending to.
This piece contains Russian, Polish, Hindi, Greek, Spanish. Musical notation And sewing
patterns. All written communication.
Our world feels so divided. Torn asunder.
I yearn for HOME. One language. The language of unity. Bringing together the disparate to
make a whole.

WW Encaustic monotypes and collage, papers are either Kozo, Rives or Fabriano.

HOME /Away
Jeanne Borofsky
Mountains and Forests
Home and Away can each mean many different things in
many situations – or from different points of view. For this
project I am treating them literally.
Home is my home, the woods and land around my
home. This is the place that keeps me grounded and
thriving. Trees are the living symbols of life. They grow tall and straight, or spread wide and
bountiful, and their roots grow deep into the earth. Without trees we wouldn’t have much of
what we count on.
Away, in this case, are the huge, majestic snow-covered mountains of Switzerland. Beautiful
and strong and terrifying. I first saw them over 50 years ago, and tested myself by climbing
and skiing in them. I returned to them this winter for the first time in nearly 20 years, and felt
the same awe. It’s amazing to feel so small, and at the same time have so much delight in the
glorious beauty.

WW Encaustic monotypes and collage, papers are either Kozo, Rives or Fabriano.

Going Away is a wondrous adventure. It stimulates, challenges and fills me with awe.
Being Home is comfort and love. It is where I live, love, and make my art and my life.

HOME/Away
Debra Claffey
Which Side Are We On?
I am always intrigued by what we consider as Home
or as Away. I think about what we feel is Us and what is
Other, or what is internal and what is external. In my work
I use the botanical landscape, leaves and plant shapes, to
explore our relationship to the natural world. We think of
ourselves as conscious, intelligent and self-aware; but we
think that the plants (and animals) on our planet may be
intelligent, and maybe conscious, but not self-aware.
So thinking that we often regard places other than our home as “foreign”, I connected my
landscape of plant forms to this theme of Home/Away. We see a landscape. Are we looking
from Home (safety, comfort, and the known) into the foreign nature of “out there”? Or are we
out in the wilderness, looking back, unable to return to our Home.
The layer of fencing brought the theme into social politics and I was thinking of emigrants
and refugees and the loss of “Home”. We think of chain link and barbed wire fences as keeping
out danger, protecting our Home. But they are also used to keep in, to contain, and to separate
“us” from “other”. I hope someday we are able to widen our view to regards all life as “Us” to
be respected and afforded the dignity of recognition.

WW Encaustic, oil, graphite, foil on watecolor paper

HOME /Away
Kimberly Curry
Maine/India
Maine is my home. It is also my centering place. There is
peace in the darkness, cold and icy blues, deep violets and
greens.
India is where I travel. Opposite of my home, India is alive
with color, texture, movement.
My senses are heightened, overwhelmed.
Back home to Maine from India, infused with a richness of color and sound, I am a fuller
person, more complete in my quiet, dark home.
India shakes the dust of my routine. My stale perspective is awakened.
Deep inside, something lights up.

WW Silk thread, Watercolor paper (140lbs), Encaustic paint

HOME/Away
Angel Dean
A Natural Selection
I grew up in Knoxville, Tennessee, in a dysfunctional
family. I have plenty of sweet, as well as disturbing,
childhood memories of home. In high school, I joined the
Campus Crusade for Christ; in hindsight, they offered a
much-needed sense of stability and belonging. And if not
for a conversation with my older brother one night, on our
way to pick up my sister who was in jail, I might still be a Jesus freak. My brother questioned
my beliefs and explained evolution to me. This stimulated my mind along lines to which
it somehow hadn’t been exposed: a life-changing experience, in the best sense. Not long
afterward, I left the church and then Knoxville. Fast forward to 2015 and the most remarkable
trip of my life, to the Galapagos. I was privileged to observe frigatebirds, Galapagos tortoises,
blue-footed boobies, Galapagos finches, marine iguanas, Sally Lightfoot crabs, and to swim
with sea lions and Galapagos penguins. In Puerto Ayora on Santa Cruz Island, Charles Darwin
is honored with numerous plaques and sculptures, and with the presence of the Charles
Darwin Research Station. “A Natural Selection” is my tribute to Charles Darwin and my “trip
of a lifetime” to the Galapagos. If not for him, I might still be back in Knoxville thumping my
Bible.

WW Encaustic with Saral Tracings and Image Transfer, Masa Japanese Paper

HOME /Away
Pamela Dorris DeJong
Shoreline Splendor
Shore to glittering shore, home or away, waves crash into
coastlines in infinite succession.
Shells of sea animals, seaweed arranged in wavy strings,
and foamy bubbles become an assemblage of ocean entropy.
Gulls in the sand peck, prance, dance, call, gather, facing into
the humid breeze, feathers ruffled by velvet wind eddies.
The sun winks through cottony clouds. Pollen flurries blow inland. Breathe deep,
warm, air, in, out, in, out. Shoreline wonders bring happiness, pleasure, joy, contentment. I
make art that depicts the beauty of our natural environment. If it is hung on the wall, it is a
keepsake of the wonder of our earth’s atmosphere, shoreline, oceans, rivers and watersheds. It
is a reminder that it is our responsibility to preserve and take care of it.
Wherever you are, home or away, climate rules the planet and our climate is changing.
Hurricanes, floods, and large winter storms are influencing all living things. We must make
a commitment in perpetuity to protect our oceans and shoreline habitats from further harm.

WW Media: encaustic, mixed metal leaf on acid-free watercolor paper.

HOME/Away
Heather Leigh Douglas
Yonder Visions
One gazes out the window at a road leading
off into the future.
This print represents contemplation of the future and the
unknown, from the security of one’s home. The window
represents home. The road leads off into the future but also
reaches within.
This is because no one can escape venturing forward from time to time.
To me home is a safe haven in which I am surrounded by the people and the things that I
love. It is a place to come back to. A place where I can restore my energy in a peaceful and calm
environment. A sanctuary from the outside world.
It is this sanctuary that gives me the strength to explore that world beyond. So many of life’s
adventures take place away from home.
Although the unknown can be frightening at times, I have chosen to create a landscape that
is more enticing and beckoning. The hope is that one is willing to leave their safe haven to
explore the uncharted landscape and all that comes with it.

WW Encaustic monoprint and laser image, BFK Rives white, 250 gsm

HOME /Away
Soosen Dunholter
Family Crest
We always had a little joke in our family. When Mom
talked about “home”, we knew she meant Chicago, though
she had lived in Massachusetts since before I was born and
for more than 50 years. I have come to realize “home” for
her as well as myself is Family.
I combine snippets of family memories like a scrapbook:
The Irish Dara Knot, from the Irish “doire” for the oak tree represents my Family Tree. The
bits of gold help to create my own whimsical “family crest”. The scraps of collaged messages
are from postcards that my father sent to me at college. After his death, my sisters and I
discovered that he’d sent all of us these weekly treasures, while away from home.
My love of maps goes back as far as I can remember. Imaging traveling the byways and
highways of places visited on family vacations and places yet to visit. They remind me of my
first trip to Ireland when I spent hours poring over maps of ancestral areas, visualizing all the
family farms and small villages where my family is from and where many still reside.
Home for me is family and heritage, connected by memory and personal history.

WW Encaustic and maps, old letters, litho print on unbleached mulberry paper

HOME/Away
Ken Eason
Dreamtime Series
Several years ago, vacationing in Australia with family, I
was introduced to Aboriginal Art and was fascinated by the
technique, symbolism and variety of expression. Aboriginal
Art is centered on telling stories of the Aboriginal peoples
using symbolism and metaphor. The imagery is described
as symbols of the ‘Dreamtime’ which is the Aboriginal
understanding of nature and the creation of the world.
This series explores my own personal ‘Dreamtime’ where I can be physically at home by
mentally, spiritually and emotionally away – in a dream-like state. I use line as a symbol of
path, thought or journey. These lines tend to overlap in many layers of over time, each curve
signifying a decision point, change in direction or choice.

WW Encaustic Monotype on Kozo paper

HOME /Away
Jeanne Griffin
Memories
Home is where my mailbox is; away is where I have been.
My Husband and I are avid travellers and spend several
months each year traveling.
Half the fun is researching and planning our itinerary,
learning at least a few words of the local language and
familiarizing ourselves with the culture and customs of the country we have chosen. We are
drawn to areas off the beaten path and, whenever possible, we travel on our own.
We avoid touristy places and are more comfortable staying in smaller, locally owned hotels,
This allows us a better opportunity to mingle with the native peoples and to learn more about
them and their county. Because our trips will last anywhere from four to six weeks, we leave
with a real feeling for the country we have visited and the people we have met along the
way. In one sense, the area becomes our home away from home and the friends we have met,
continue to correspond with, become part of our extended “travel” family.
WW Collage, watercolor, encaustic on watercolor paper.

HOME/Away
Kay Hartung
Microbial Visions
I have chosen to focus on Home instead of Away for this
project. The center of our home is the kitchen where we
spend most of our time. I decided to print on coffee filters
for the connection to domestic life and I also like the round
format. Since my work has been based on microscopic
imagery my monotypes represent the multitude of
microbes that can be found in the kitchen. Fortunately most of them are harmless and we can
coexist with them. These days our homes are almost too sterile, tight windows, insulation.
We wash our hands with sanitizers to limit the spread of germs, you see people in the streets
wearing masks. There are lots of good bacteria and thousands of microbes that live on our
bodies.
WW Coffee filters, encaustic

HOME /Away
Otty Merrill
Heart/Head/Sicily
My images come out of an “away” experience, mostly. I
live in a seasonal community on the coast of Maine, and
I live here year-round, a somewhat new experience. I am
faced with the familiar question to most residents almost
daily…”Are you from here, or are you “away”.
The winters are long, so getting “away” is sometimes a blessing, sometimes a life-saver, and
this past winter – March 2018, getting “away” was a great huge and unforgettable inspiration.
I went to Sicily on a 10 day cycling adventure and my HOME/AWAY project is mostly about
some of the images, textures, artifacts and treasures I came upon in Sicily.
The wax process I used varies. Some are simply hot wax on paper, some are cold wax, hot
wax over…some just reverse…often pigment stick, pencil drawing, added pieces, collage, tape.
WW Hot Wax, Cuni wax, crayon, foil

HOME/Away
Susan Paladino
Rooms
I read A Room of One’s Own, an essay by Virginia Woolf,
many years ago, and over time, through my experience as
an artist, my understanding of her idea has grown. One’s
own room is not dependent on one’s place of residence. It
may be somewhere else; it may be inside one’s actual house
or apartment, or as is my studio. What matters is that it is
a personal space, a private one which serves as a second
home, or a home away from home.
My studio is a small room, without a door, missing a fourth wall, yet it is my home away
from home, a private space where my creative energy thrives best, where I am free of everyday
concerns and individual obligations. My studio helps to clear my mind for my work, to refresh
it and, in turn, my work can then begin to make a space for itself.
This portfolio exchange, entitled Rooms, is the result of my most recent work which I’ve
done in a studio of my own. Each 8 x 8 of my mixed media prints relates to rooms. I have
a spatial relationship to all the objects which include triangles, rectangles, and sometimes
amorphic shapes which I play around in these small spaces. All of them are metaphors for
rooms within spaces and objects.
WW Akua-ink on BFK paper w/encaustic medium and pigmen

HOME /Away
Deborah Pressman
Looking For The Path
Weather going home or going on an adventure far from
home ––– we are looking for a path to follow.
WW Sumo ink, graphite and wax medium on mulberry

paper..

HOME/Away
Stephanie Roberts-Camello
Sewn in
With 22 pieces to create for this project, I found myself
looking at the many aspects that make my home and how I
view away, symbolically and abstractly. The home I grew up
in is deeply rooted in my psyche. It is our family homestead
and we moved here when I was 2. This same property has
housed my studio for the last 18 years. The trees, landscape,
pond and swamp, I could navigate in the dark. It’s solid and safe filled with nature, open space
and the ever changing patterns. The love of sewing has continued for generations in our family
and when I used to work exclusively in paper with encaustic, the thread and needle would
always come out. The Familiar.
I see “Away”, as both positive and negative. It brought up thoughts of being distant,
unstructured and unfamiliar. Something fast moving that had no grounding. I also see “away”
being filled with anticipation as part of the future, or the traces of what already happened.
Exploring these ideas I combined both “home” and “away” in many of the pieces.
WW encaustic, map, coldwax, thread, sumi rice paper, fiber pape, Arches 88

HOME /Away
Ruth Sack
Space/“Space”
Home/Away signifies passage to and from a place of
origin. Passage occurs through space by a passageway.
Movement occurs across the surface of these prints
through impossible geometric portals like the “Mad
Poiyut” or shadowy penumbras of planetary edges. These
passthroughs are imaginary and the space that is depicted
is illusory. However, all is validated by the flat picture
plane of the monotype.

WW Each print began as an encaustic monotype on kitikata paper that was pressed against a support
of Rives BFK. Encaustic elements were then stenciled on each surface and enhanced with India Ink.

HOME/Away
Sarah Springer
Happy Place
Of the many homes we experience in our lives – those of
family, of friends, of neighbors - some stand out as beacons
of warmth, welcome and learning, especially if one’s own is
fraught with turmoil. As a child, my grandparents’ summer
house was my happy place, away from the pressure of school
and my father’s unachievable expectations, enfolded in
the love and attention of my maternal extended family. Certain friends’ homes also offered a
glimpse into family dynamics that were very different than my own – havens of humor and
togetherness that would define what I wanted for my own future imagined family. Across the
landscape of my memories, those sanctuaries resonate with special light and meaning.
As an adult, the homes I am drawn to are more numerous… the friends and relatives who
share my dreams; the Maine cabin that recreates and redefines my childhood summer happy
place; and my own, thanks to the realization of that imagined family, and through the love that
my husband and three daughters have filled it with.
WW encaustic medium, powdered pigment, stabilo pencil. Monoprint on paper with hand
cut stencil shapes.

HOME /Away
Donna Hamil Talman
Elementally Speaking
“Home” first brought to mind my house of almost 50
years, where our son was raised, in which I sometimes see
psychotherapy clients and have my art studio. These are
highly meaningful parts of my life.
“Away” took me to a favorite meditation, beginning with
visualizing my inner body–cells and organs and bones–and then moving out of the body to
surroundings: my street, neighborhood, city, region, nation, and eventually the planet itself.
By the end of this contemplation, I lose a sense of any boundaries. Away no longer feels away.
Home and Away are all one.
In my mind’s eye the organic forms of the art, in a handful of earth-toned colors and flashes
of gold, mirror and celebrate the body’s cells. Then, too, the integrated universe of the cell is
reflected in the greater universe itself.
WW encaustic, ink, pencil

HOME/Away
Nancy Spears Whitcomb
States of Mind without Boundaries
I am most at home with my own thoughts, which tend
to be about images, some constant, some changing. My
thoughts, including fantasies, take me away. I’m happiest
when I’m making something physical from these thoughts,
fully engaged in the moment: home and away at the same
time.
Home is rich in visual information, including that from the company of people and animals,
and the images I see from living in Providence, with streetscapes and memorable architecture
created over hundreds of years. Away may be going anyplace new away from my physical
home, but it also includes just thinking about places I’ve been and places I’d like to go.
Souvenir in French might be an object, but also means to remember. Je me souviens, the
motto for Quebec, means “I remember.” A souvenir, of course, can carry with it a flood of
memories to be treasured.
I have made a (random) sampler, a crazy quilt on paper of my own souvenirs.

WW Encaustic and mixed media (collage, paint, ink) on BFK Rives white paper

HOME /Away
Catherine Weber
Horizon Lines
Home/Away are represented in this body of work as land
and sea, where I live on land and where I often visit, the
sea. As part of my Still series, these simple representations
of the horizon line, rendered in a variety of color palettes,
beg the question- is this land or is this sea, am I at home or
am I away? Whatever you choose, the horizon line is the
constant, an ever-present steadying force in our world. It is where I look, when home or away,
to gain a calm sense of my place in the world.

WW encaustic and graphite on Arches watercolor paper

HOME/Away
Lelia Stokes Weinstein
One Universe
Home and Away are the same thing for me. Drought
such as that being felt in South Africa Cape Town has been
experienced in California towns for years as their aquifers
have been siphoned down by mega almond growers who
can afford to dig deeper wells. Wildfires, earthquakes,
mudslides and tsunami know no borders. My air is your air.
My birds are your birds. Even the stars, space, outer and inner, are ‘ours’. Distinctions between
us and them are so small in the big scheme of the universe. If I think of ‘home’ it is this one
amazing earth. So what is ‘away’? Distant Galaxies? Other universes we know not if they
exist? But if we can imagine them, like a god, could they exist? Why not?

WW These prints are expressions of my joy in the elements of earth, air, water and fire that make up
our ‘home’.

HOME /Away
Charyl Weissbach
The Intricacies & Rhythmical
Patterns of Nature
For me “Home” is surrounding myself with nature,
wooded areas and large green spaces. These are places
where noise pollution is less. I live in the city so finding
a quiet park to enjoy the sounds of nature can be
challenging.
For the work-on-paper project I created two bodies of work. “Home” which contains bright
red flowers, tree branches, land and water. “Away” also nature based, monochromatic and
lacking color but non the less retaining it’s vitality and boldness with sweeping threadlike
tentacles symbolizing the strong pull toward nature despite enjoying the benefits of city life.
WW Encaustic Monotype: Monoprinting with Kozo Fiber Stencils
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